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Summer is Officially Here!

Are your bags packed, rifles sited in and tickets purchased?  So many of the LWS clients
are eagerly watching the calendar for their upcoming hunts.  There is still time for you to
get on a plane this year.  

LWS Clients have just returned from British Columbia, Russia, Argentina, South Africa,
New Zealand, Mexico and so many more are setting off to South Africa, Tanzania,
Argentina,  Zambia, Russia, Yukon, California and many other destinations around the
globe!

The hunting season is in full swing, make sure you get your HUNT on! Contact us today!

Jay, Cyndy & Tommy
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Link's Wild Safaris has a hunting opportunity to fit
everyone's needs and desires! Check out some of the

great opportunities below. 
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RUSSIA BROWN BEAR TROPHIESRUSSIA BROWN BEAR TROPHIES
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ARGENTINA AT ITS FINEST!ARGENTINA AT ITS FINEST! 
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Start planning for 2019 today!Start planning for 2019 today!
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GO Hunt Tanzania!GO Hunt Tanzania!
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Hunt the true Africa in Tanzania! Tanzania offers some of the best scenery and
amazing trophy quality! LWS can assist you on this Safari from 7 to 28 Day options,

we will custom tailor any package!

Go Hunt Tanzania Website
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Join Jay on a Hosted HUNT, this fall!Join Jay on a Hosted HUNT, this fall!
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Mr. Jay Link will personally be on this hunt! Come and hunt on the beautiful
Anticosti Island! Harvest two deer! The Anticosti Whitetail Deer is a distinct sub-

species and counts for the Whitetail Slam! Only 4 spots remain - contact us today!
 

HUNT THE YUKON IN 2018!
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OR Hunt the Yukon in 2019!OR Hunt the Yukon in 2019!
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LWS Certified Partner in the Yukon is the best in theLWS Certified Partner in the Yukon is the best in the
Business!Business! 

 

A Blast from the past... check out trophies from
years gone by... Do you recognize anyone?
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In addition to the below National Shows, Link's Wild Safaris will be attending
many Regional Shows!
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Link's Wild Safaris Webpage

 

CONTACT US TODAY... HUNT TOMMORROW!

Link's Wild Safaris

P.O. Box 210 - 701 Houston Street

Minong, Wisconsin, USA 54859

715-466-5333
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